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Recent experiments demonstrate the production of many thousands of neutral atoms entangled in their
spin degrees of freedom. We present a criterion for estimating the amount of entanglement based on a
measurement of the global spin. It outperforms previous criteria and applies to a wider class of entangled
states, including Dicke states. Experimentally, we produce a Dicke-like state using spin dynamics in a
Bose-Einstein condensate. Our criterion proves that it contains at least genuine 28-particle entanglement.
We infer a generalized squeezing parameter of −11:4ð5Þ dB.
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quantified by means of the so-called entanglement depth,
defined as the number of particles in the largest nonseparable
subset [see Fig. 1(a)]. There have been numerous experiments detecting multiparticle entanglement involving up to
14 qubits in systems, where the particles can be addressed
individually [9,20–24]. Large ensembles of neutral atoms
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Entanglement, one of the most intriguing features of
quantum mechanics, is nowadays a key ingredient for many
applications in quantum information science [1,2], quantum simulation [3,4], and quantum-enhanced metrology
[5]. Entangled states with a large number of particles
cannot be characterized via full state tomography [6],
which is routinely used in the case of photons [7,8],
trapped ions [9], or superconducting circuits [10,11].
A reconstruction of the full density matrix is hindered
and finally prevented by the exponential increase of the
required number of measurements. Furthermore, it is
technically impossible to address all individual particles
or even fundamentally forbidden if the particles occupy the
same quantum state. Therefore, the entanglement of manyparticle states is best characterized by measuring the
expectation values and variances of P
the components of
the collective spin J ¼ ðJ x ; Jy ; Jz ÞT ¼ i si , the sum of all
individual spins si in the ensemble.
In particular, the spin-squeezing parameter ξ2 ¼
NðΔJ z Þ2 =ðhJx i2 þ hJy i2 Þ defines the class of spinsqueezed states for ξ2 < 1. This inequality can be used
to verify the presence of entanglement, since all spinsqueezed states are entangled [12]. Large clouds of
entangled neutral atoms are typically prepared in such
spin-squeezed states, as shown in thermal gas cells [13],
at ultracold temperatures [14–16], and in Bose-Einstein
condensates [17–19].
Systems with multiple particles may exhibit more than
pairwise entanglement. Multiparticle entanglement is best
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FIG. 1 (color online). Measurement of the entanglement depth
for a total number of 8000 atoms. (a) The entanglement depth is
given by the number of atoms in the largest nonseparable subset
(shaded areas). (b) The spins of the individual atoms add up to the
total spin J whose possible orientations can be depicted on
the Bloch sphere. Dicke states are represented by a ring around
the equator with an ultralow width ΔJ z and a large radius J eff .
(c) The entanglement depth in the vicinity of a Dicke state can be
inferred from a measurement of these values. The red lines
indicate the boundaries for various entanglement depths. The
experimental result is shown as blue uncertainty ellipses with 1
and 2 standard deviations, proving an entanglement depth larger
than 28 (dashed line).
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pose the additional challenge of obtaining the entanglement
depth from collective measurements. Following the criterion
for k-particle entanglement of Ref. [25], multiparticle
entanglement has been experimentally demonstrated in
spin-squeezed Bose-Einstein condensates [17]. However,
the method only applies to spin-squeezed states, which
constitute a small subset of all possible entangled manyparticle states. Moreover, the strong entanglement of states
with extreme sub-shot-noise fluctuations is not detected
under the influence of minimal experimental noise (see the
Supplemental Material [26]). Whereas entanglement detection for more general entangled states has already been
developed [31,32], it is desirable to extend these methods
towards the detection of multiparticle entanglement.
In this Letter, we introduce a method for the quantification of entanglement. Our criterion is applicable to both
spin-squeezed and more extreme states, yielding superior
results compared to the inspiring work by Sørensen and
Mølmer [25] and Duan [33]. It enables us to quantify the
multiparticle entanglement of an experimentally created
Dicke-like state, yielding a minimum entanglement depth
of 28. In addition, we extract a generalized squeezing
parameter, which is also applicable to Dicke states of
−11:4ð5Þ dB, which is so far the best reported value in any
atomic system.
Dicke states [34] constitute a particularly relevant
class of highly entangled, but not spin-squeezed, states.
They are simultaneous eigenstates jJ; Mi of J2 and J z ,
and the spin-squeezing parameter ξ2 does not detect
them as entangled [35]. Nonetheless, Dicke states have
optimal metrological properties [36–38] and can be used
to reach Heisenberg-limited sensitivity [39]. They are
also useful for quantum information processing tasks,
such as 1 → ðN − 1Þ telecloning or open-destination
teleportation [40]. Experimentally, high-fidelity Dicke
states with small particle numbers have been created
with photons [22,23] and trapped ions [9], and have been
detected by global measurements [41].
Among other methods [42,43], large numbers of atoms
in Dicke states with jJ; M ¼ 0i may be created in spinor
Bose-Einstein condensates [44]. Spin dynamics creates a
superposition of Dicke states with a varying total number
of particles in a process that resembles optical parametric down-conversion [45,46]. In previous work, the
entanglement of these states was proven by a homodyne
measurement [47] and by a test of the metrological
sensitivity beyond shot noise [48]. However, the achieved
metrological sensitivity did not imply more than pairwise
entanglement [38].
For the generation of the desired Dicke states, we prepare a 87 Rb Bose-Einstein condensate of 2 × 104 atoms
in a crossed-beam dipole trap with trapping frequencies of
2π × ð200; 150; 150Þ Hz. Initially prepared in the Zeeman
level ðF; mF Þ ¼ ð1; 0Þ, atoms collide and form correlated
pairs in the two Zeeman levels ð1; 1Þ. These atoms are
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FIG. 2 (color online). Preparation and detection of a Dicke-like
state. (a) A Bose-Einstein condensate in the level ðF; mF Þ ¼
ð1; 0Þ generates clouds with the same number of atoms in the
levels ð1; 1Þ (1). A microwave pulse (2) transfers the atoms
from ð1; −1Þ to (2,0). Optionally, a microwave pulse (3) can be
used to couple the two clouds for the measurement of J eff .
Finally, the atoms in the level (1,1) are transferred to (2,2) before
detection. (b) The number of atoms is measured by standard
absorption imaging (insets). On well-resolved resonances depending on the internal state energy, distinct spatial modes are
populated with a large fraction of the total number of atoms. The
black line is a Gaussian fit to guide the eye. In our experiments,
we use the resonance at ≈28 Hz.

transferred to distinct spatial modes [45,49], which are
addressed by microwave dressing [44] the Zeeman level
(1,1) [Fig. 2(b)]. In an experimental run, up to N ¼ 8 ×
103 atoms are transferred to the first excited mode along the
strongest trap axis within 240 ms. Since they are transferred
pairwise, we expect an equal number of atoms N 1 ¼
ðN=2Þ in the two Zeeman levels ð1; 1Þ. These atoms are
highly entangled in analogy to optical parametric downconversion. It is the central objective of this Letter to
quantify the entanglement depth of the created manyparticle state.
We restrict the description of the output state to the two
relevant Zeeman levels ð1; 1Þ. In this pseudo-spin-1=2
system, we characterize the state by the collective spin J,
resulting from the sum of the individual pseudospins. In
this picture, the ideal output state with an equal number of
atoms constitutes the Dicke state jJ ¼ ðN=2Þ; M ¼ 0i with
vanishing fluctuations ΔJz . The fluctuations of the collective spin can be measured directly by counting the number
of atoms in the two Zeeman levels. For this purpose, we
transfer the atoms to the levels (2,0) and (2,2) with
microwave pulses [see Fig. 2(a)]. Subsequently, the trap
is switched off and a strong magnetic field gradient
separates the spin components during ballistic expansion.
The number of atoms is then measured by standard
absorption imaging. The absolute number of atoms was
calibrated [48] and it was confirmed that shot noise fluctuations are observed for a coherent state [see Fig. 3(a)], which
was created by splitting a Bose-Einstein condensate with a
π=2 microwave pulse.
We measure Jx and Jy by rotating the total spin using a
π=2 microwave coupling pulse on the (1,1) to (2,0)
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FIG. 3 (color online). Characterization of the experimentally created Dicke-like state. (a) Measurement of the width ΔJ z for varying
the total number of atoms (red solid line). Each value and its statistical uncertainty (gray shading) is calculated for a 1000-atom interval
within the total number of atoms. The measured values of ΔJ z are well below the shot noise limit (theory: black dashed line, experiment:
blue dotted line) and partially explained by a lower limit of the number-dependent detection noise (black dash-dotted line). (b) The
measured value of J eff as a function of the total number of atoms almost reaches its optimal value (black dashed line). The inset shows
that the normalized J eff is slowly reduced during an additional hold time. (c) The recorded data allow for a determination of the
generalized squeezing parameter as a function of the total number of atoms. At a total of 8000 atoms, it reaches a value of −11:4ð5Þ dB.

transition before the number measurement [see Fig. 2(a)].
Whether Jx or Jy is measured depends on the relation
between the microwave phase and the phase of the initial
Bose-Einstein condensate. The condensate phase represents
the only possible phase reference in analogy to the local
oscillator in optics. Intrinsically, it has no relation to the
microwave phase, such that we homogeneously average
over all possible phase relations in our measurements. For a
given phase difference α, a rotation yields a measurement of
Jα ≡ cos αJx þ sin αJy . Averaging over all possible α, the
measured expectation
R value of the second moment corresponds to ð1=2πÞ 02π hJ 2α idα ¼ hð1=2ÞðJ2x þ J2y Þi. After a
random rotation, we thus record the effective spin length
J2eff ¼ hĴ2eff i ¼ hJ2x þ J 2y i, which equals the spin length in
the limit of vanishing hJ2z i [50]. Dicke states can be ideally
characterized by the measurement of a large Jeff and a small
variance ðΔJ z Þ2 [see Fig. 1(b)].
Figure 3(a) depicts the results of our measurement of
ΔJz depending on the total number of atoms N. The
recorded fluctuations were corrected for the independently
measured detection noise of 10.9(3) atoms to obtain the
pure atomic noise. The detection noise was directly
extracted from images of the detection beams and is mainly
caused by the photoelectron shot noise on the camera. The
measured atom number fluctuations are well below the
atomic shot noise level, reaching down to −12:4  1.2 dB
at a total number of 8000 atoms. The fluctuations are
almost independentpﬃﬃﬃﬃ
of the total number of atoms with a
small trend of 0.15 N . We do not record an increase of the
measured fluctuations for a variable additional hold time of
up to 420 ms. Thus, we can exclude three-body losses,
collisions with the background gas or radio-frequency
noise as relevant noise sources. We attribute the measured
fluctuations to an additional detection noise since

photoelectron shot noise and the influence of technical
noise of the imaging beams are expected to increase
slightly for a larger number of atoms. The solid line in
Fig. 3(a) shows an estimated lower limit of this effect [26].
A measurement of the effective spin length J eff is
presented in Fig. 3(b). The values for Jeff almost reach
their optimal value of J max ¼ N=2. This measurement
shows that the created state is nearly fully symmetric.
After a variable hold time, the measured effective spin
length diminishes slowly [see Fig. 3(b) inset]. We thus
conclude that the measurement result is limited by magnetic field gradients and collisions. Elastic collisions can
transfer individual atoms to other spatial modes, reducing
the ensemble’s purity and the achievable effective spin
length. The combined measurements of ΔJz and Jeff prove
that the created many-particle state is in the close vicinity of
an ideal symmetric Dicke state.
The measurements can be combined to extract a generalized squeezing parameter ξ2gen ¼ ðN − 1Þ½ðΔJz Þ2 =hJ2x i þ
hJ2y i − N=2 which extends the concept of the spin-squeezing parameter to more general entangled states, including
Dicke states [51–53]. Figure 3(c) presents the measured
generalized squeezing parameter as a function of the total
number of atoms. Note that the quasiconstant plateau is not
statistically significant. At a total of N ¼ 8000 atoms, it
reaches a value of −11:4ð5Þ dB. This represents the best
reported value reached in any atomic system.
In addition to this proof of entanglement, the measured data allow for a quantification of the entanglement
depth. Given states with an entanglement depth k, it is
possible to deduce a minimal achievable ðΔJz Þ2 for each
value of J2eff [26]. All states below this minimum must
have an entanglement depth larger than k. It can be
shown that the states on this boundary jΨi ¼ jψi⊗ðN=kÞ
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entanglement depth of Dicke-like states. In the future, the
measured entanglement depth can be increased by an
improved number detection, compensated magnetic field
gradients and a faster spin dynamics.
In summary, we have presented a criterion for the
detection of multiparticle entanglement based on a
measurement of the ensemble’s total spin. In the case of
spin-squeezed states, the criterion outperforms the results
of previous criteria in experimentally realistic situations. It
also extends to more general entangled states, most
importantly to Dicke states. We have applied the criterion
to detect an entanglement depth larger than 28 in an
experimentally created Dicke-like state. The experimental
results also allow for a determination of a generalized
squeezing parameter of −11:4ð5Þ dB.
FIG. 4 (color online). Detection of k-particle entanglement
based on the total spin. The red solid line marks the boundary for
k-particle entangled states with N ¼ 8000 and k ¼ 28 in the
ðhĴ eff =J 2max i; ðΔJ z Þ2 Þ plane. As a cross-check, random states with
k-particle entanglement are plotted as blue dots, filling up the
allowed region. The criterion of Ref. [33] only detects states that
correspond to points below the dashed blue line. An improved
linear criterion is gained from calculating a tangent to the new
boundary (dash-dotted red line).

are tensor products of identical k-particle states jψi.
Interestingly, these k-particle states are ordinary spinsqueezed states. Figure 4 shows the boundary in the
case of 28-particle entanglement at a total number of
8000 atoms. As a cross-check, random states with 28particle entanglement are plotted in the figure. This
confirms that our criterion is optimal and superior to the
linear condition of Ref. [33]. Finally, the criterion
detects a larger entanglement depth than the criterion
given in Ref. [25] when it is applied to spin-squeezed
states with minimal experimental noise [26]. It thus
outperforms the original criterion in experimentally
realistic situations. Beyond spin-squeezing, the criterion
is applicable to unpolarized states and thus allows for an
optimal evaluation of the entanglement depth of a
Dicke-like state as created in our experiments.
Figure 1(c) shows the entanglement depth of the created
state for 8000 atoms. The red lines present the newly
derived boundaries for k-particle entanglement. All separable (unentangled) states are restricted to the far left of the
diagram, as indicated by the k ¼ 1 line. The measured
values of ðΔJz Þ2 and hĴ2eff =J 2max i are represented by
uncertainty ellipses with 1 and 2 standard deviations.
The center of the ellipses corresponds to an entanglement
depth of 68. With the confidence of 2 standard deviations,
the data prove that our state has an entanglement depth
larger than 28. These numbers are only partly limited by the
prepared state itself, but also by the number-dependent
detection noise. This detection noise results in a larger
measured value of J2z and thus decreases the lower bound
for the entanglement depth. This is the largest reported
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